Inauguration of President David A. Greene showcases faculty, luminaries

Wilhelmina “Willie” Juhlin ’61: A Secret Life
By Gerry Boyle ’78

Against the Tide
By Lori Ferguson

Spotlight on Privilege

Through Mark Twain’s Eyes

Photographer Edwin Torres ’12 Focuses on Home

Christopher Soto Sees Personality Change

Melissa Meyer ’16 Studies Fukushima Disaster

Sarah Chapple-Sokol ’04 Serves Boston’s Immigrants

The Flight of Paramedic Mike Choate ’97

Biomedical Science Beyond Experimentation

Clare Byarugaba Fights for Gay Ugandans
Colby students are ready for career challenges, but it doesn’t hurt to have a little help. When you volunteer to mentor a student, provide a job shadow experience, or hire an intern, you get the satisfaction of knowing you helped someone else in the Colby family make a difference.

To connect, visit the Colby Career Center at colby.edu/careerconnect.
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Colby hockey goalie Sam Parker ’15 saves swimmer from Potomac rapids

After Colby, photographer Edwin Torres ’12 turns his eye on his Bronx home
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